
Hello!

My name is Miss Mills! I am an English teacher at Whickham School and I’ll have the absolute

pleasure of being your tutor too (go 7AMI-WOO!).

I can imagine you’re feeling a huge mixture of emotions at the thought of coming to secondary

school in September, whether they be excitement but also a little bit of nerves too- but do not fear! I

will be there every step of the way to help you with any support you need! You will probably think

that the school is SO different to Primary school, and it is- but that’s only because you’re about to

step into a world of heaps of new experiences, new challenges and so many new and amazing

opportunities to become your best self!

A bit about me:

● I LOVE reading, and I love to hear loads of different recommendations too, so if you have

any, then let me know! You may or may not have me as an English teacher, but even if you

don’t, we get to read a class novel during tutor times on certain days which is a lovely way to

have a calm and relaxed start to the day!

● I also love animals, especially of the smally furry variety, so be ready for allll the cute animal

pictures (even cats AND dogs).

● Since I was a little girl, I have always wanted to be a teacher and that was because of the

help and support I was given by my amazing teachers- this is what I aim to pass on day in

and day out in my career at Whickham, and that goes for all of you too, even if I am your

tutor but not your subject teacher!

● Some rules for 7AMI: Our tutor space will be one which is supportive, respectful, safe and

open to all. We will all be empathetic, resilient, respectful and aim to aspire to be the

absolute best we can!

Remember, feeling nervous is normal, but be reassured that we at 7AMI have got your back! Have an

amazing Summer, and come back feeling refreshed and ready for the challenge!

All the best!

Mis� Mil��


